Computational optimization for design is effective, only to the extent that the aggregate objective function adequately captures designer's preference. Physical programming is an optimization method that captures the designer's physical understanding of the desired design outcome in forming the objective function. Furthermore, to be useful, a resulting optimal design must be sufficiently robust/insensitive to known and unknown variations that to different degrees affect the design's performance. This paper explores the effectiveness of the physical programming approach in explicitly addressing the issue of design robustness. Specifically, we synergistically integrate methods that had previously and independently been developed by the authors, thereby leading to optimal -robust -designs. We demonstrate that the Physical programming method can be used to efficiently address designer's preference in making tradeoffs between the mean and variance attributes when solving bi-objective robust design problems. The work documented in this paper establishes the superiority of the Physical programming method over the conventional weighted sum method in solving multiobjective optimization problems. It also illustrates that the Physical programming method is as efficient as other multicriteria mathematical programming techniques for the generation of Pareto solutions that belong to both convex and nonconvex efficient frontiers.
INTRODUCTION
The recent advances in design methodology incorporate robustness into design decisions. This is in contrast to the earlier notion that an optimal design is the one that maximizes the design performance. Under the notion of robust design, a good design is defined as the one that not only maximizes the performance but also achieves its robustness under the effect of variations.
Although the robust design principle was originally proposed by Taguchi (Taguchi 1993) , the methods Taguchi offered have received much criticism. While the advancement of robust design methods in the statistical community has focused on the improvement of the efficiency of Taguchi's experimentation strategy and the modification of the signal-to-noise ratio as the robust design criterion (Box, 1988; Nair, 1992) , the developments in the design community have produced nonlinear programming based robust design methods that can be used in a variety of applications (Parkinson et al., 1993; Sundaresan et al., 1993; Chen et al., 1996) . A comprehensive review of existing robust optimization methods developed by the engineering design community was provided by Su and Renaud (1997) , and will not be repeated here.
A general robust design procedure was developed by one of the authors (Chen et. al., 1996) to overcome the limitations of Taguchi's method, and to solve two broad categories of robust design problems. Namely, Type-I robust design associated with the minimization of variations in performance caused by variations in noise (uncontrollable) factors, and Type-II robust design associated with the minimization of variations in performance caused by variations in control factors (design variables). It is also illustrated that, in both types of robust design problems, associated with each quality characteristic, the robust design objective has two aspects:
• optimizing the mean of performance, and • minimizing the variation of performance Since the performance variation is often minimized at the cost of sacrificing the best performance, the tradeoff between the aforementioned two aspects cannot be avoided.
The conventional way of dealing with the tradeoff between multiple objectives is known as the weighted-sum (WS) method, in which a single objective is formed to optimize the weighted sums of multiple objectives. The use of the WS method for multiobjective optimization has its inherent drawbacks, which have been discussed at length by Das and Dennis (1997) . To briefly mention the limitation of using the WS method for multicriteria optimization • It is able to obtain all parts of the Pareto set 1 only when it is convex.
• An even distribution of weights does not produce an even distribution of points on the Pareto set.
For modeling the designer's preference structure of the two robust design aspects, different methods have been proposed following different paradigms for multiobjective decision making. Iyer and Krishnamurty (1998) presented a preference-based metric for robust design using concepts from utility theory (von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1947; Keeney and Raifa, 1976; Hazelrigg, 1996) to capture the designer's intent and preference when making the tradeoffs between the mean and variance attributes. Under the notion of utility theory, the ultimate overall worth of a design is represented by a single multiattribute utility function, which incorporates consideration of attributes that cannot be directly converted to a common metric. One difficulty associated with using the utility function approach is that, in practice, it is often impossible to obtain a reliable mathematical representation of the decision-maker's actual utility function.
One of the authors, Chen et al., (1998) used a combination of the rigorous multiobjective mathematical programming method and the principles of decision analysis to address the multiple aspects of the objective in robust design. One of the major elements of the proposed approach is associated with the use of the Compromise Programming (CP) (Yu, 1973 and Zeleny, 1973) approach, i.e., the Tchebycheff method, in replacement of the conventional WS method. The basic idea of the CP method is to identify an ideal solution (utopia point) where each attribute under consideration achieves its optimum value. In the case of a conflict among the different attributes, the designer seeks a solution, which is the closest possible to the ideal solution. In Chen et al. 1998 , the advantages of the CP approach over the WS method in locating the efficient multiobjective robust design solutions (Pareto points) (Steuer, 1986) are thoroughly illustrated both in principle and through example problems.
Following upon the advancements in the area of multicriteria optimization, in this paper, we aim to apply another approach known as the Physical Programming approach and hereafter referred to as the PP method, for the generation of efficient solutions in robust design. Developed by one of the authors (Messac, 1996) , the PP method eliminates the need of weight setting in multicriteria optimization. The PP method considers the design process to be more of a qualitative in nature rather than being strongly quantitative. It places the design process into a more flexible and natural framework and completely eliminates the need for iterative weight setting. Through an example problem, our goal here is to explicitly establish the superiority of the Physical programming method over the conventional WS method in solving multiobjective optimization problems. For the bi-objective robust design example, by comparing the solution obtained from the PP method with those obtained from the CP method and the WS method, we illustrate that the PP method is as efficient as other multicriteria mathematical programming techniques for the generation of Pareto solutions that belong to both convex and nonconvex efficient frontiers.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the mathematical background of robust design is provided; the drawbacks of the WS method are examined through the introduction of the convex and nonconvex efficient frontiers; and a description to the PP method is provided. In Section 3, we illustrate the use of the PP method for multiobjective robust optimization using an example problem. Section 4 is the closure of this paper.
THE TECHNOLOGICAL BASIS

A Multiobjective Robust Design Formulation
For an engineering design problem stated using the conventional optimization model in Eqn. (2.1):
the robust design model can be stated as a bi-objective robust design (BORD) problem as the following:
where µ f and σ f are the mean and standard deviation of the objective function f(x), respectively. In Eqn. 2.2, to study the variation of the constraints, the original constraints are modified by adding the penalty term to each of them, where k j (j=1, …,J) are penalty factors to be determined by the designer. The bounds of design variable vector (x) are also modified to ensure feasibility under deviations. Note that the design variable vector (x) here may also include design parameters that are either constant or subject to variations.
Convex and Nonconvex Efficient Frontiers
When solving multiobjective optimization problems, if the objective functions remain in conflict over the design space, then it is impossible to find a point at which they would assume their minimum values simultaneously, and consequently, the classical concept of a common optimal solution does not apply. In this situation, the concept of Pareto solutions (see footnote 1) is exercised. The image F(x 0 ) of a Pareto solution x 0 in the objective space is called the efficient solution. As the set of all efficient solutions is always located on the boundary of Y, it is also referred to as the efficient frontier.
The common practice for finding Pareto solutions has often been to use the WS method, which forms a linear combination of the objective functions. However, in the literature, it is a well recognized fact that not every Pareto solution can be found by solving the weighted-sum formulation, that is there may not exist a weight w such that a given Pareto point may be found by solving the weighted-sum formulation. Figure 1 shows the efficient set (frontier) of a bi-objective problem in objective space. The solutions found by solving the weighted-sum formulation can be geometrically identified as the points of contact between the objective function curve, the Pareto line supporting the curve, and perpendicular to the vector 'w'. This figure shows that WS method may fail to generate the efficient solutions located on the arc between points A and B, since for some vector w ≥ 0 it could achieve a better (smaller) weighted sum value by supporting the Pareto curve outside of the arc, rather than at any point along that arc. A more extensive related discussion can be found in (Messac et. al. 1999) . 
Figure 1. Generating Efficient Solutions by the WS method
The CP(∞, w), referred to as the weighted Tchebycheff approach, turns out to be very useful in generating Pareto solutions. The CP formulation is equivalent to the following β-problem
where β is a new, always positive variable and u i is the utopia point (ideal solution) of each objective. Bowman (1976) shows that for every Pareto solution there exists a positive vector of weights so that the corresponding CP(∞, w) is solved by this Pareto point. This result determines the fundamental difference between the WS approach and the weighted Tchebycheff approach: while the former cannot generate every Pareto solution the latter can. Figure 2 shows the same efficient frontier that is depicted in Figure 1 . For the given utopia point u and the vector w, the solutions of CP(∞, w) can be geometrically identified as the points of contact between the efficient frontier and the corresponding level curve of the weighted Tchebycheff metric. We observe that keeping the utopia point the same but changing the weights, one may reach all the efficient points located on the arc between points A and B. In Chen et al. 1998 , the CP method is used as a part of the interactive robust design procedure to guarantee that a complete set of efficient robust design solutions can be generated by exercising different combinations of weights. In this paper, we aim to illustrate that while totally eliminating the need of assigning weights, the PP method has the same capability as the CP method for generating a complete set of efficient solutions in robust design applications. 
The Physical Programming Method
A new approach to computational design optimization entitled Physical programming, has recently been developed by Messac (1996) . The application of Physical programming is intended to reduce design time, reduce computational effort, and greatly enhance an engineer's ability to obtain an optimal design by employing a flexible and more natural problem formulation framework. Physical programming possesses the desirable feature that the designer does not need to specify optimization weights in the problem formulation phase. Rather, the designer specifies ranges of different degrees of desirability for each design measure.
In addition to eliminating the need to specify and adjust weights, Physical programming is also ideally suited to address the inherent multiobjective nature of design problems, where multiple conflicting objectives govern the search of the best solution.
Physical programming provides a more deterministic approach to obtaining a solution that satisfies the typically complex texture of a designer's preferences.
A detailed development of the Physical programming approach is provided in Messac (1996) . The Physical programming implementation that is used for this paper is embodied in the software package entitled PhysPro, which is Matlabbased, and which is at a more advanced stage than that what is presented in Messac (1996) .
Some of the important concepts used in PP method are described as follows.
Design Measures and Design Objectives
The problem formulation involves identifying those characteristics of the system or design that allow the designer to judge the effectiveness of the outcome. Those characteristics, design measures, are denoted by g i , which are components of the vector g = {g 1, g 2 ....}. The elements g i represent behavior. Design measures may be quantities that the designer wishes to minimize; maximize; take on a certain value (goal); fall in a particular range; or be less than, greater than, or equal to particular values. The engineer provides the Design Objectives, by specifying these ranges and values. The design measures may become part of an aggregate objective function that will be minimized, or may instead be treated as inequality or equality constraints that subjugate the aggregate objective. Any subset of x may be a subset of g, making it possible to express preferences with regards to the design parameters as well.
Classification of Objectives, and Class-Functions
Within the physical programming procedure, the engineer expresses objectives with respect to each measure using four different classes. Figure 3 depicts the qualitative meaning of each class. The value of the measure under consideration, g i , is on the horizontal axis, and the function that will be minimized for that measure, g i , hereby called the class-function, is on the vertical axis. Each class comprises two cases, hard and soft, referring to the sharpness of the preference. All soft class-functions will become constituent components of the aggregate objective function.
The desired behavior of a generic measure is described by one of eight sub-classes, four soft and four hard. These classes are illustrated in Figure 3 , and are characterized by: Soft:
Class-1S
Smaller-Is-Better, i.e. minimization.
Class-2S
Larger-Is-Better, i.e. maximization.
Class-3S
Value-Is-Better.
Class-4S
Range-Is-Better.
Hard:
Class-1H Must be smaller, i.e.. g i ≤ g i max .
Class-2H Must be larger, i.e. g i ≥ g i min .
Class-3H Must be equal, i.e. g i = g i val .
Class-4H Must be in range, ie. g i min ≤ g i ≤ g i max
Within
conventional design optimization approaches, the measures for which class 1S or 2S applies would generally become part of the aggregate objective function, with a multiplicative weight; and all the hard classes would simply become constraints. Handling the cases of class 3S and 4S cases would be significantly more difficult. One approach would be to use a positive or negative weight, depending on the current value of the pertaining measure during optimization. A large amount of trial and error would be involved in choosing the right weights. Physical programming removes this trial and error entirely by using the class-functions. The class functions shown in Figure 3 provide the means for a designer to express a range of preferences for a given design performance measure. As shown in Figure  3 , the soft class functions provide information that is deliberately imprecise. By design, the utopian value of the class functions is zero. Next, we explain how quantitative specifications are associated with each performance measure.
Physical Programming Lexicon
As mentioned previously, Physical programming allows the designer to express preferences with regards to each measure with more specificity than by simply saying minimize, maximize, greater than, less than, or equal to. Physical programming explicitly recognizes the limitations of such a problem formulation framework, and addresses these by employing a new expansive and flexible lexicon. This lexicon comprises terms that characterize the degree of desirability of six ranges for each generic performance measure for classes 1-S and 2-S, ten ranges for classes 3-S, and eleven for class 4-S. To illustrate, consider the case of class 1-S, shown in Figure  4 . The ranges are defined as follows, in order of decreasing preference: 
CLASS-4S
Figure 4. Class-function ranges for the i-th generic measure
The parameters g i1 through g i5 are physically meaningful constants that are specified by the designer to quantify the performance objectives associated with the ith measure. These parameters delineate the ranges for each measure. Messac (1996) discussed the quantitative implications of the above definitions; and provided the mathematical procedure for the development of the class function for each generic measure.
The class functions map design performance measures into non-dimensional, strictly positive real numbers. This mapping, in effect, transforms measures with disparate units and physical meaning onto a dimensionless scale through a unimodal function. Figure  4 illustrates the mathematical nature of the class functions and shows how they allow an designer to express the range of goodness, or preferences, of a given measure. Consider the first curve of Figure 4 : the class function for class 1S objectives. Six ranges are defined. The parameters g i1 through g i5 are specified by the engineer. When the value of the measure, g i , is less than g i1 (highly-desirable range), the value of the class function is small; which requires little further minimization of the class function. When, on the other hand, the value of the measure, g i , is between g i4 and g i5 (highly-undesirable range), the value of the class function is large; which requires significant minimization of the class function. The behavior of the other class functions is indicated in the figure. Objectives regarding each measure are treated independently, allowing the inherent multiobjective nature of the problem to be preserved. This describes the basic process of Physical programming: the value of the class function for each measure governs the optimization path in objective space
Physical Programming Mappings
We now briefly discuss the various mappings that take place in the implementation of Physical programming, which will define the path from design variables to the aggregate objective function, which is the actual function that the nonlinear programming code minimizes. Figure 5 shows these various mappings.
As illustrated in Figure 5 , we begin with the design variables, x, over which the designer has control. The design variables are mapped into the objective function space, g, using the Measures-Evaluation-Module (MEM). The goodness of a given measures, g i , depends (1) on the value of the measure, (2) on the class-type assigned to a given measure (e.g. smaller-is-better), and (3) on the range of values associated with the measure (g i1 -g i5 ).
Loosely speaking, the sum of all the class functions, which represent mappings of the design measures, equals the aggregate objective (see Messac 1996) 
Mapping depends on system properties, and laws of physics.
Location of poles and zeros.
Settling time, control effort.
Mapping depends on designer preferences: Region-limits, Class-types.
Is large for bad value of measure.
Is small for good value of measure.
Is large for bad overall design.
Is small for good overall design.
Examples Mapping
Mapping is additive.
Figure 5 Physical Programming Mappings
Physical Programming Problem Model
With the mappings described above, the physical programming problem model takes the form
(for class 3S objectives)
(for class 4S objectives)
where g im , g iM , x jm , and x jM represent minimum and maximum values, and the g iv 's help define the equality constraints; the range limits are provided by the designer (see Fig. 4) ; n sc is the number of soft objectives that the problem comprises. Note that the aggregate objective function only comprises class functions associated with soft objectives. The hard objectives are properly treated as constraints. The above problem model conforms to the framework of most nonlinear programming codes, with possible minor rearrangements. However, note that the form of the aggregate objective departs markedly from conventional design optimization methods. We now apply the above development to a multiobjective robust design problem.
EXAMPLE PROBLEM
The Problem Formulation
The following mathematical problem, the same as the one used in Chen et al. 1998 , is used to illustrate the tangible effects of this study.
The optimal solution of the above problem is located at the point x = (1.21280, 5.23742), with f(x) = -1.39378. The BORD formulation for the mathematical problem is as follows:
where the mean and the standard deviation functions can be derived approximately using first-order Taylor expansion by considering the standard deviations of both x as ∆x/3 : 1) . To solve the BORD problem using the CP approach based on the formulation in Eqn.
(2.3), we choose ε 1 = ε 2 =1.0 and the utopia point becomes u * =(0.0,0.0).
In Chen et al., 1998, a comparison is made between the solutions obtained from the WS method and the CP method for the above BORD problem. As illustrated in Figures 6 and 7 , for eighteen evenly distributed combinations of w 1 and w 2 considered, the results obtained from the WS method and the CP method are clearly different for some of the weight settings in the objective space. This example clearly illustrates that the CP method can generate the complete efficient set, which is shown to have a segment of non-convex curve (the large portion of the efficient frontier that WS method is unable to generate). 
BORD using the PP Method
As mentioned in the description of the PP method (Section 2.3), the foremost task in applying the PP method is the identification of performance quantities of interest to the designer. Once the quantities of interest have been identified, they are classified into hard or soft class. The mathematical problem under investigation has two objectives. These are: minimization of the mean (µ f ) , and minimization of the standard deviation (σ f ). Both of these objectives are considered soft design measures. The preference class for each objective is the smaller-is-better (SIB). The only constraint g(x) in Eqn.3.1 is consider as the hard design measure.
Once we determined the preference class of the objectives and constraints, we test a set of preference structures that capture a variety of design scenarios representing different preferences on the mean and variance attributes. Based on the preliminary study using the CP method, we know that, after normalization, the best achievable mean is 1 and the worst possible mean (corresponding to the best achievable standard deviation) is 1.9463. The best achievable standard deviation is 1 and its worst possible value is 6.8087 (corresponding to the best achievable mean). Keeping this in mind, we formulate a set of preference structures, which are illustrated in Table 1 .
As shown in Table 1 , under each scenario for both the mean and standard deviation attributes, five boundary values are used to define the regions of "highly desirable", "desirable", "tolerable", "undesirable", and "highly undesirable". It is noted that from Scenario I to XI, the designer's degree of preference for minimizing the mean attribute decreases, while the degree of preference for minimizing the variance attribute increases. This is reflected in the shifted regions of the five preference ranges. It is our intention to keep the preference ranges evenly shifted to test whether the solutions from the PP method will be evenly spread. The robust design problem is solved for each of these scenarios using the PP method and the solutions are presented in Table 2 as well as compared with those obtained using the WS and the CP method for eleven weight settings of ( 1. Mean and variance attributes are expressed by specifying the class function and its associated ranges for each individual robust design objective. Hence the PP method provides a flexible and more natural problem formulation framework for robust design. It possesses the desirable feature that the designer does not need to specify optimization weights in the problem formulation phase. 
Figure 8. Comparison of Efficient Solutions
As shown in Table 2 , the results obtained using the PP method reflect a tradeoff relationship between mean µ f and standard deviation σ f , which is consistent with the preference structures that are specified. The PP method has been as successful as the CP method in capturing the Pareto set. The achieved normalized mean varies from 1.0 to 1.9398, and the achieved normalized standard deviation ranges from 1.0053 to 6.8054. This is very consistent with range of solutions obtained from the CP method. From Figure 8 , we note that the efficient solutions obtained by the PP method are evenly spread and capture those points on the Pareto set that lie in the non-convex region. Since the efficient frontiers obtained from three methods overlap with each other, we conclude that the solutions obtained from the PP method belong to the same efficient frontier as that of the CP method. Hence we do not compromise on the performance in any way by the use of PP method. On the other hand, the PP method totally eliminates the need of assigning the weights, a required procedure in using both the WS and CP methods. Comparing the uses of the PP method and the CP method, we observe that it is easier to reach the two ends of the efficient frontier when applying the CP method with the weight settings close to (1.0, 0) or (0, 1.0). However, with the PP method, to reach the two ends, the highly desirable and undesirable ranges often need to go beyond the ranges of best achievable and worst possible values of the attributes
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we successfully demonstrate the application of the Physical Programming method for the generation of efficient robust design solutions that belong to both the convex and non-convex portions of the efficient frontier. With the PP method, designers preference structure for making the tradeoffs between the Through the example problem, we illustrate that, in addition to the flexibility it provides in problem formulation, the PP method also appears to be superior to conventional multiobjective optimization methods in locating the complete set of efficient solutions that belong to either the convex or non-convex efficient frontier. The multiple aspects of the objective in robust design can thus be addressed explicitly and designers are allowed to exercise their preference structures in capturing the whole Pareto set.
We assert that though demonstrated for robust design problems, the principle illustrated is also applicable to any multiobjective optimization problem. It is of our interest to apply the PP method to complex engineering design problems with multiple performance (design behavior) attributes and robustness considerations in on-going work.
